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 Immortals have been kings and heroes who create a world without deceit, lies, 

deception, suffering and sorrow and also their lives have never ended. As matter of fact, 
in all ancient and mythical thinking, there is a fundamental belief in the immortalization 

and especially in Iranian life thinking immortals is evidence of consciousness and 

awareness. One of the best champions often mentioned in Old Iranian literature and 

religious texts is Pašutan who is immortal and invulnerable .In order to know about the 

origin and background of Pašutan and also the sources used directly and indirectly by 

Firdausi, one should examine Old Iranian literature including Šāhnāmi, Avesta, and 
Pahlavi Texts. The present paper is an attempt to introduce Pašutan in Iran both in pre- 

Islamic texts and Šāhnāmi and ect. The researchers compared and contrasted Pašutan in 

Old Iranian text (Avesta), middle Iranian text (Pahlavi text) and new Iranian text 
(Šāhnāmi and Bahman Nāmi).  
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INTRODUCTION 

 

Myth and Immortality: 

 There are not a nation in which achieve its thought deeply unless to be found the roots of their belief in his 

memory beyond the mythological symbols. Myth is a set of stories about god and heroes.  These stories are 

created when the power of the human imagination is capable of imagining a natural phenomenon like mankind. 

The word myth comes from the Greece word history means story and history. [4] more than two decade have 

passed the origins of  mythology, and during this period, to be emerged a great deal attitude around myths which 

each one itself different from other. Myths play an important role in culture and civilization. And also, Myths 

express the way of human life, his property, rituals, birth and life, even in death, and life after death. As matter 

of fact, myth must be consider an attitude in which will combine an expression of human thought and 

imagination and also it itself has imposed on the lives throughout the history. Therefore, we should accept that 

myth is a set of culture such as customs and traditions and also the collective behavior of human beings in which 

we can observe aspect of intellectual, artistic, historical, and literary and religion. [11].  Thus, to be encounter 

with the full extent and meaning of myth and to have developed on the works of Art and literature and the visual 

.although some researchers have not the same opinion how to form and create myth, according to his thought 

they have determined a exact and complete definition. However, the feature of myth is one of the main problems 

in perceiving the structure of myth. on the other hand, myth seem a sacred history that describe the mystery of 

creation and  to be consider as the origin of each action and belief that at the beginning of mythological take 

place once forever and afterward, has been as sample, that is, it is a sample who regulate policy of mankind and 

ritual of those people and also give them a validity and prestige [12] thus, we are able  to define many aspect of 

myth differently but according to Eliade  Mirchad , it is difficult to get a excellent definition of myth in order to  

be accepted by all researchers and non expert. To study myth, however, we will capable of recreating social 

structure, ritual and behavior patterns and also the history of development of culture and civilization that tribe.  

Myth has been the first manifestation of pure belief of human beings and embodiment of their feelings 

unconsciously. Indeed, heroes have been found from inside the myth and legend in which to be representative of 

people wishes throughout the periods. Here, I don’t aim to analysis the diver's view of mythology; in fact I try to 

survey one of the most prominent myths of Iran, to be called Pašutan. Whenever human beings find out the 

death is begin, to be thought to find a way due to get rid of death. Therefore, this search and fear of death cause 

to be the origin of many philosophical and myths ideas in the history of mankind. One of the greatest effort 

human beings for reducing deadly fact throughout a history has been the process of the stories in which they 

nowadays are called as invulnerable.  
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 Man, in his confrontation with death, envision and idealizes immortality. In all ancient and mythical 

thinking, there is a fundamental belief in resurrection and the immortalization of important personages and 

valuable notions and qualities. “Immortals are ancient heroes who are in deep sleep until in doomsday, they 

wake up to assist the appointed messiah to save the world of cruelty and injustice; these immortals are mainly 

monarchs, heroes, and the saints” [14].Accordant to Christensen, “the major idea in this issue is about an 

ancient belief in especially Indo-European people who believed in heroes who are eternally in deep sleep and 

will rise on the day of the world's sadness and unhappiness to lead their people to victory” [13].  

 The duty and effort to save the world--resurrection-- have been attributed to different people in the history 

of Zoroastrians and Persian ancient history. Some researchers, due to the sacredness of number seven, have 

considered the saviors to be seven male figures. However, all Pahlavi texts do not agree with the number and 

identity of all of the immortals. In ābān Yašt, it is indicated that, “All seven [immortals] think unanimously, talk 

unanimously, act unanimously since in unanimous thinking, unanimous talking, and unanimous acting, they 

have one father and master; He is Ahurā Mazdā” [9]. However, the number of immortal has been divers in 

Iranian text. In ancient Iranian texts, there is no mention of women immortals that come to Saošyānt's 

assistance. There are also a number of heroes who lose the privilege of immortality due to the commitment of 

sin, such as Kaykāvūs and Afrāsīyāb.In Bun- dahišn , ch. 29, section 4 the twelve immortals are mentioned as: 

 

Part I: 

 Pišiyotan in Gang Deše 

 Aγraēraθa Gopatšāh saokavastan  in Iniran. 

 Fraδaxštê in Kariz waters 

 Ašem – yahmāi-ušt  

 Vaneyuô-bēš in Iranwich. 

 Urvatāt – nar 

 

Part II :  

 Narsē vivanghān 

 Tus nowzar 

 Gēv gudarzān 

 Barazd who initiates war. 

 Ašavasd son of porrudaxšt in Pešanse plains 

 

Part III: 

 sām 

 

Pašutan in pre Islamic texts (Avesta, Pahlavi):  

 Pašutan is mentioned in in Avesta, peš.tanū, Pahlavi texts, pēšōtan. (Mirfakhrai, M.1988). The first part of 

Pašutan, Pašu , means to punish and the second ' tanu ' means the body ,so the word means ' of the sentence '. 

Wisdom and well-wishing character is mentioned in Avesta Pašutan is the elder son of Kay-Guštāsb the ancient 

Iranian king and Esfandīyār ' brother. The focal point of Pašutan's personality in Avesta and Pahlavi texts is his 

immortality. For the first time his name is mentioned in Wīštāsb Yašt.( band 4).and also there are not track in 

other Avesta texts. The first fragments of Wīštāsb Yašt Zarathustra claim that, a-ýaska a-mahrka bavâhi ýatha 

peshô-tanush,  'Mayest thou be freed from sickness and death, like Pesho-tanu. 

 According to the Mazdyasn texts, zrastushtra give him milk and Drōn and then he becomes an immortal. 

Before the millennium, Pašutan resides in Gang Deše( Gang castle) and will appear accompanied by one 

hundred fifty religious men, wear the sable skin, to destroy the temple of idols [1]. And at the last war, he came 

to aid Saošyānt .In Dēnkird and Bundahišn texts, to be mentioned that the resurrection of Iran will begin in 

Gang Deše. One of the sons of Zarathustra is named as xuršīid čihr, will be in Gang Deše  and   from there 

Pašutan army lead to attack the final battle. But it apparently seem that the myth which is related to this saint 

Zarathustra hero, should not be less old and since Pašutan appears after the rising of Bahrām Var Jāvand, it can 

be surmised that only Bahrām Var Jāvand was referred to in myths; however, zrastushtrians later added the 

name of this son of Guštāsb to the list of immortals, due to the affection they had for Guštāsb, and ascribed to 

Pašutan the same myths concerning Bahram Var Javand [4]. One of the events of zartusht periods is that 

Pašutan, son of Guštāsb, will be appear in Gang Deše. This castle has been located in beyond the Vourkasha Sea 

and chichidu mountain in which the river of chithr miyan pass through these mountains. According to Dēnkird 

and Bundahišn texts, the resurrection will commence in the Deše because one of the sons of Zoroaster lived in 

it, xuršīd čihr, and will guide the army of Pašutan for final battle from there. [10]. 

 One of the Pahlavi texts is Zand Vahūman in which is mentioned to the Pašutan, is called čihr miyān. In this 

book, zartushut asks Ormazad to be immortal like Pašutan, son of Guštāsb. However, his request unfortunately 
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was not accepted. As matter of fact, it is stated that the duty of Pašutan in the resurrection: Pašutan, son of 

Guštāsb, will destroy the great pagoda, place of Ganag Mēnog and also the whole of Dēwān and Drujān and 

Sāherān (magician) with āzar faranbag, āzar gušasp and āzar burzīn mēhr.  

 

Pašutan in Shahnameh: 

 In Shahnameh, Pašutan has been described as the embodies of a wisdom, justice, free, and respected. 

According to Shahnameh, Guštāsb's wife is the daughter of the Roman Emperor and was called Nāhīd whom the 

king called Katāyūn and Pašutan is their offspring [4].  

 

 In Shahnameh, Pašutan is the son of Guštāsb and Katāyūn and Esfandīyār's brother. In Haft Khan (seven 

stages) Esfandīyār goes to Tūrān with his brother and Esfandīyār gives the leadership of his army to Pašutan. As 

the leader of the army, Pašutan achieves many victories. When Esfandīyār goes to Zabolestan, Pašutan 

accompanies him and advises him to show calmness in dealing with Rustam. He is scared of the confrontation 

of these two heroes. Pašutan is Esfandīyār's confidante and consultant. When Rustam shoots Esfandīyār in the 

eye, Pašutan cries for him and Esfandīyār selects him as the leader of his army to take the army back to Iran 

after his death. Pašutan does so, and after mourning gravely for his brother's death, goes to Guštāsb and blames 

him and warns him of the deterioration of his lineage and considers Rustam innocent regarding Esfandīyār's 

death. Indeed, as it is mentioned above, one of the most prominent feature of Pašutan take place in the story of 

Rustam and Esfandīyār. He has been described as advocate of truth and right. Finally, the last presence of 

Pašutan can be found in the story of Bahman in shahnameh and also there hasn't been any word about the death 

of Pašutan and his immortality in this masterpiece. 

 

Pašutan in Bahman Nāmeh: 

 There are another texts in Iranian myths which has completely described the character of Pašutan, is called 

Bahman Nāmeh, is written by Irānshah  Iibn Abi Al khayir [1] in 5
th

 century , and it fairly deal with the Pašutan 

life. According to some source, Indeed, one of the most striking points about Pašutan is not only Pašutan has 

been an play an important role as leader and counselor  but also surely is described as counselor in Bahman 

Nāmeh .Like shahnameh, one of the feature of Pašutan is freedom and bravery . Whenever Pašutan ordered all 

of his champion and soldiers to condescend against the worthless servant of katāyon, Lu Lu, but, he complies 

with this order. Pašutan has not a great role in shahnameh while it seems that his role was more prominent and 

visible in Bahman nāmeh.When Bahman attack on Sistan with ten thousand soldier and great flag, Pašutan 

accompany him in this battle. on the other hand ,we conclude that Pašutan to be brave ,yet  wise and  conscious 

in Bahman nāmeh and also is described as secretary of Bahman ,familiar with religion , leader, shape champion,  

famous, Iranian hero, skilled and artist. Indeed, it is difficult to find a reference in which explain absolutely he 

death of Pašutan ,but according Bahman Nāmeh text, It is  said that this hero is killed by one of the Rustam girl, 

Bānu Gušasb.   

 

Conclusion: 

 In certain, one of the best champions often mentioned in Old Iranian literature and religious texts is Pašutan 

who is immortal and invulnerable, lived in Guštāsb dynasty. Being immortal, Pašutan was one of the 

acknowledged characters of epic story mentioned by Firdausi, the great epic poet, in Šāhnāmi and by Irānshah in 

Bahman Nāmeh Iranshah. To compared and contrasted Pašutan in Old Iranian text, new Iranian text (Šāhnāmi) 

and Bahman Nāmeh conclude that despite the fact that Pašutan absolutely continue to exist the thoughts of 

Zoroastrian, he is also onoe of the best champion in Guštāsb family.  In Bahman Nāmeh, it seems that to be one 

of the best heroes and describe him as excellent man, too. It is mention that pasutan is killed by one of the 

Rustam girl, Bānu Gušasb. Thus, the history of Pašutan in Bahman Nāmeh is comparable to shahnameh.  
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